The equations of motion of a point particle, possessing a charge, dipole or higher multipole moments and having an interaction with a generalized wave field of an arbitrary integral spin, are obtained explicitly. These equations are independent of the particular choice of the energy-momentum tensor of the field from among the many alternatives given by Fierz. A convenient method for the calculation of the radiation field is given.
1. In the preceding paper (Bhabha & Harish-Chandra 1944a , referred to in this paper as A) it has been shown th at the equations of motion of a point particle, having an interaction with a generalized wave field,| are determined only by a few terms in the inflow, denoted in A by [y^mix-] 0. I t is gratifying to note th at the reaction of radiation is completely taken into account if instead of the ingoing field we consider the modified mean field as the effective field acting on the particle. In the present paper it will be shown th a t the actual calculation of even the mixed terms of the inflow is not necessary, and it is possible to write down the equations of motion straight away. After giving the general theory for fields of any integral spin we shall illustrate the method by considering the vector and scalar-meson fields in particular.
As pointed out in A, the equations of motion contain explicitly only the modified mean field. However, for these equations to be practically useful it is necessary to calculate the radiation field or rather the modified radiation field in terms of the particle variables. In fact, the radiation field is the only quantity which now need be computed for the determination of the equations of motion. A method, which makes this calculation easy even for particles possessing multipole moments, will be given in this paper.
Further, a definition of spin angular momentum of a point particle is given. For brevity it is called the spin of the particle. I t is postulated that the magnitude of the spin is constant, and it is shown that this postulate has important consequences in reducing the arbitrariness in the character of the dipole for the vector-meson field and in determining the value of the spin in terms of the quantities describing the particle. For instance, it will be shown that only those dipoles for which the ' electric ' and the 'magnetic' moments are parallel are compatible with this assumption.f Besides, this constancy of the spin will be found to be of great assistance in deter mining the actual form of the equations of motion in the case of the vector and scalar-meson fields. 2. As far as possible we shall keep to the notation of A. Unless it is explicitly mentioned otherwise, all symbols are to be understood in the same sense as in A. The fundamental metric tensor is taken to be g^= o, y a^v ,
g0(i =
We shall now derive the equations of motion of a point particle interacting with a generalized wave field of an arbitrary integral spin /.
A field of spin /is characterized by a symmetric tensor Ua/) y o f/th rank satisfying the following two conditions (cf. In these equations the dots indicate th at the various indices, their order and the way they are paired inside square brackets is exactly the same on the two sides of the equation except for the indices which are explicitly written. A11 explicitly written index is not to be taken as paired unless the pairing is explicitly shown. As shown by Fierz (1939) the energy-momentum tensor can be written as
In (2-3) dots denote the indices which are to be contracted. They appear in the same order and writh the same pairing on the two factors which are contracted with each other. Utilizing (2T), (2-2) and the relation
.. = 0 which follows from (2-2), we get
On the equations of motion of point particles due to the symmetry of U . If we put
it follows th a t is derived from p by a process of differentiation analogous to (2-2). Except for conditions, similar to (2*1) which it has to satisfy, is arbitrary, and for the present we take it as a finite function which vanishes outside a narrow time-like tube P. W e call p the charge density. One of the solutions of (2-4) for a given
where
is the well-known generalization of the delta function of Jord f x' and Pauli for the case %#0, and denotes th a t we have to integrate over the whole four-dimensional volume lying in the past of the point x , i.e. such th a t x0 -Xq^ 0. We call this solution the retarded solution and denote it by U™*-. The general solution of (2-6) is then U1^-+ U1-, where £7^; is any solution of the homogeneous wave equation satisfying (2*1). As usual we assume ^ to be finite and differentiable. We construct C/^ret-and from £/yet. an(j ijm. jn a manner similar to (2*2). Now, if we use the notation of A and write
2T$(U™SU ™;) = T f
then it is not difficult to show th at 
Let us now surround
Pb y a wider time-like tube Q. Also let A and B b like surfaces intersecting Q such th at A lies in the future of B. Integrating (2-8) over the four-dimensional volume V enclosed by Q, A and B we get where the ^' 's are surface integrals over A and respectively. Therefore it follows by successive reduction th at
Now if the charge density pc an be written in the form
where daP-= da-d P then we call 2 7^^ the multipole density. Obviously we can always choose 27a/? (/<l,sy m m e tric in a/?.... Let the number of indices a, /?, ... corresponding to the number of differentiations in (2-13) be n. Then by further partial integration we can prove from (2*12) th at
where J r'"' s are again surface integrals over A and B. From (2-14) and (2 -11) we get if we write
Till now we have calculated with arbitrary functions and which vanish outside a narrow tube P. Let P be characterized by a parameter 7) such that as 0 , P narrows down and ultimately tends to a world line inside it. We now apply a limiting process in which t ; is made to tend to zero while the value of 27a/?> inside P is made to tend to infinity. Denoting the value of 27*^-• -for a particular value of rj by 27( "y *'*, we impose the condition th at
where V is any four-dimensional volume and S<$...... is a given function of r on the world line to which P tends in the limit t j-> 0; the p of this world line being contained inside V. Using Dirac's ^-function (2* 16a) can be conveniently expressed as
z^t) being the co-ordinate of a point r of the world line. From (2-13), (2-16) and (2-7) it is not difficult to prove that in the limit 0 Uret-tends to the value
in the notation of A. Our field U therefore corresponds to th at of a multipole of order n.
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From (2*15) and (2*16) we get
The second term on the right is finite. Therefore the first term on the right must also tend to a finite limit since the left side is finite (U being finite on Q). Now if Q also is characterized by a parameter e such th at Q tends to the same world line as P as e->0, then we have
'"(A ) and ^y ( B ) now become in the limit e->0 functions-though infinite-of the condition a t the points r 2 and t1 respectively (cf. Bhabha & Harish-Chandra 19446) . Therefore they can contribute only perfect differentials to the rate of inflow. Ignoring these perfect differentials which are not significant from the point of view of the equations of motion we get the rate of inflow due to Tfy mlx-in the form
Therefore the equation of translational motion is in accordance with equation
Here we have replaced t/" ; in (2-20) by the modified mean field in (2*21) in conformity with the results of A. I t is noteworthy th at (2-21) is independent of the particular choice of q.
For obtaining the rotational equation we have to deal with the angular momen tum tensor~
Putting, as before,
where the minus sign at the end of the bracket denotes th at the same terms are to be subtracted with the interchange of fi and v. In the same way as before we get corresponding to (2-18)
Ignoring again the perfect differentials the rate of inflow of angular momentum due to becomes
The equation of rotational motion, therefore, is I t is interesting to note th at only mean and. not appears in the equations of motion (2*21) and (2-25).
The above calculation applies only to s p in /> 0 . F o r / = 0 it fails, since in this case U$fi] cannot be constructed. For / = 0 we have to start from the tensor
where UM= 3A U. Therefore we have
The rest of the procedure is exactly the same as before and we get the equations of motion in the following form:
A"= ( -1)**1 S^-rd^y, ' mean,
To illustrate our result we apply it first to the vector-meson case. In this case = So we get
For the point charge we have to put n -0 and Sff = gv 274 Harish-Chandra
as found by Dirac (1938) for the case of the electron. For a dipole 1) we find
. This is precisely the form of the mixed terms found by Bhabha & Cor ben (1941) .
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For the scalar meson case we get for a charge g A v = -(2*30) and for a dipole S a
(2*316)
3.
We shall now consider the calculation of the radiation field. This is im portant because if we wish to p u t (2*21), (2*25) or (2*27) to any practical use we must express jj'mean(z^ ^ terms of ) and the particle variables a t r and in the past. In the following we shall use the suffices and a in the same sense as in A. We put
and try to express a 2 == a^a/* in terms of r a -s e and the particle variables a t rr. We have
We note that
where dots denote differentiation with respect to r keeping constant and i6ndashes) _ u^v/Andots)^ Substituting (3*2) in (3-1) and dividing by e we get to the fourth order | -2k + e, -k'e,-j k" + Y2 " 1 2 * *~ T2
= °* ( 3
Reversing (3-3) by the method of successive approximations we find th at to the requisite order
f W e write a c u1 and a c 1 v for the third and fourth derivatives, and so in similar cases.
Expressing ka s a Taylor series in powers of e and using (3-2) and (3-4) we find
If S is any function of r, which is non-singular on the world line, we can expand 8(t) as a Taylor's series in powers of r -r r. Using (3-4) we obtain in this way
Using (3-6) and (3*7) we find
The right side of (3-8) is in fact a series in powers of Since it has been proved in A th a t the left side and all its differentials are finite and non-singular on the world line, we can expand it as a T aylor's series in powers of r . W riting and using the suffix 0 for denoting the value of any quantity at x = (r we get
This series must be the same as (3-8). Therefore the coefficients of and (sym metrized with respect to or and p) in (3-8) are j and ^ tively. However, the coefficient of rarP is indeterminate to the extent of any terms proportional to ga s rffrPga = r< T ra 0. These terms in M U ) . -which must lap ' ' vcrp be finite and unambiguous on the world line, are, however, easily determined by direct differentiation as follows. We notice th at if R(j) is a function of r alone which does not depend on xp, then only terms of the typef (/ci2)r, (x/dn)jR) (3-8) can give rise to finite and unambiguous terms proportional to on tion. It is easy to see th at
where only the finite and unambiguous terms arising from the differentiations on the left are written on the right of the arrow.
-a. Here (3*10) still holds. As an example we consider the evaluation of S is supposed to be independent of xp. From (3*8) we find th a t up to the terms of the first order
From this we get immediately
I t is obvious th a t for higher differentials of d and we shall have to
calculate (3-8) to terms of higher order, and equate the symmetrized coefficient of rarp ...r* in the corresponding series to j except for terms which contain g^v, where ja, v are any two of the n indices cl, (i, ..., <x. These terms are to be obtained by a method similar to (3*10). Clearly such a method would enable us to calculate (C7rad-)0 of equation (33) of A in terms of the particle variables a t r 0. The modified radiation potential is then easily obtained since it is equal to The modified radiation field is thus given by
On using (3-12) and (3-13) we find th a t its value at the point za(t0) on the world fine is given by The radiation field is given by J7^rad-= 3^ 17'md\ Using (3*8) we find th a t the modified radiation field for the charge alone is (tf;rad-)o = -+ $«,(»)* + -X while the radiation field for a dipole at rest (i.e. v -
Equations (3-18) and (3*19) will be useful in calculating the scattering of scalar mesons by a neutron (or proton), which will be done in a subsequent paper.
As an illustration we now compare our results for the vector-meson field with those of Bhabha & Corben (1941) . From equations (72) and (73) the results of A it follows th a t a possible set of values of the radiation reaction terms rpie&ct.
Q v e a ct. their paper can be written asf Of these the 0^®act-terms are given by them in equations (1376) and (140) of thenpaper, and we find th a t if we put h = %,kx = -\ , k 2 -in these equations^: we get the same value as obtained from (3-206) by putting % = 0 in (3-16), apart from terms proportional to 8X , which, however, cancel out from the equations of motion.
4.
In this section the values of A v and of the equations of motion (2-21) and (2-25) will be considered in detail.
In quantum mechanics every physical entity is to be treated as a field whose equations of motion can be derived by variation from a Lagrangian. We should therefore try to connect our scheme with the Lagrangian mechanics. In fact there already exists such a connexion in so far as we derive the equations of motion of the wave field from the Lagrangian L w4 irUr® = ..
l -i [£C7<«> U^-] . \*Xr
When this wave field is in interaction with a particle (which itself is a field in the quantum sense), the total Lagrangian L is
L = L p + I / + L w^\
where U 1 is the Lagrangian for the particle alone and 1 / contains the interaction terms. In fact even U is completely fixed by the equations of motion of the wave field, and we have 1 / x=-----------£7(3-1) n(3-1).. 
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The equations of motion of the particle should follow by variation of the particle variables occurring in L p and L 1'. For the usual expressions for L p , this process, as is well known, leads to singular equations. However, our object should be to find out a new expression for L p such that the singularities arising from L p and & ' in the variation mutually compensate each other and lead to non-singular equations. A somewhat similar compensation is used to cancel off these infinities in the method of Dirac (1938) which has been followed in A and here. Though we do not yet know the correct expression for IP we can derive valuable informa splitting up U -into £/ret -•• and XJ^ -,we see fr of the particle must be linear in the ingoing field. Secondly, the ingoing field can enter into the equations of motion only in the form or with more differentiations. As the ingoing field satisfies the homogeneous wave equation we have
This shows that U™; must occur in the equations of motion of the particle with at least n differentiations. Of course the explicit number of differentiations can be reduced by contracting two or more of the indices a, /?, ... and replacing dada by -y2. However, our rule implies th at every term in the equations of motion containing should be capable of being put in a form such th at £/"; appears with at least n differentiations and y does not appear explicitly. The terms containing can arise only from the variation of L 1', and if, as we have assumed, is given by (2*16), it follows that these terms must contain besides with or without dots and possibly v ând its differentials with respect to r and only these these terms must be linear in /«'•••. This condition is im portant since it shows th at no other dimensional quantity can occur in these terms-not even y if they are put in a proper form (vide supra) . We note that the right sides of (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) and (2*25) already satisfy these conditions.
In the scalar-meson case we have to put
The same conditions as those given above follow for this case also. Let us now consider (2-21). Let the part of A which contains £/in; be called Now each term of A" ix-must contain Uin-with at least n differentiations. This shows r th at A™15-itself must satisfy the same condition. Otherwise some terms of A" ixwould contain U™; with less than n differentiations. From (2-21) it follows th at the dimensions of Amix-are the same as those of S a/3""a"'da{3...
. Therefore from dimensional considerations we can prove th at A™**-must be a function of S aP-'*-and v^. I t cannot contain any dots on 8 ...... or v or more than n differentiations of U^\ I t is to be noted th at every dot on corresponds to one 0 differentiation since =-= This fact, which had already been noticed by Bhabha & Corben (1941) for the special case of the electromagnetic field, will be of great help to us. I t holds also for the scalar-meson case. Now the equation (2*25) or (2*296) expresses the conservation of angular momen tum. In fact in (2*24) we can look upon 38 as the tot particle so th at 3 8" is balanced against the rate of decrease of the angular momentu of the field. In the same way, A fl can be regarded as t h e 'me momentum of the particle (cf. Pryce 1938). Now
B^ = ^-M , -^) '
which corresponds to the subtraction of the ' orbital angular momentum ' from the total. Therefore B^ can be looked upon as the spin-angular momentum, especially so since it is independent of the ingoing field. In case of an extended body the spin is the angular momentum about the centre of mass. I t has only three spatial com ponents in the system in which the centre of mass is at rest. Therefore in accordance with this interpretation we assume B^v* = 0.
(4*4a)
Besides, we postulate th at the magnitude of the spin should remain constant, i.e.
Q2 = ^B /ll,Bflv = constant. (4*46)
We call Q the spin of the particle. I t will be seen presently that (4*4a) and (4*46) are of great value in determining completely the equations of motion. Of course they are not essential from the point of view of logical consistency. In fact, Bhabha & Corben (1941) have given the equations of motion of a point dipole without assuming these conditions. However, their equations are too general and contain a large number oi arbitrary constants. We shall see in §5 th at the conditions (4*4) reduce this arbitrariness very effectively. We add here a few remarks about A v in (2*21) or (2*27). As pointed out in a previous paper (Bhabha & Harish-Chandra 19446) A v must be a function of the conditions
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at the point zfir) alone. Now we have defined U™; in terms of t/ret-and the actual field U&ct■ by the equation
Since contains an integral over the past motion of the particle it is obvious th at C7" ; at zfir) is not a function of the conditions at the point r alone, one of these conditions being of course itself. However, we can express UTet-as (cf. equation (33) 
of A)
Uvet. = fivet._x J Tr where t/fff-depends only on r^ and the particle variables at r r. We can now define
The value of U^; at zfir) is the limit of the right side of (4-6) as ^-> 0 . Therefore £/" ; is a function of the conditions at r alone. Thus Av cannot contain U^; alone but must do so only in the combination U^\ Since C/' mean diifers from U^; in the limit r^-y0 only by |£ /fad-which is a function of the particle variables at r, it follows th a t can as well appear in the combination £/' mean. We shall see th at this is in fact the case for a charged dipole in the scalar and vector-meson fields.
5.
We shall now derive the equations of motion of a charged dipole in a vectormeson field on the basis of (4*4).
We denote the charge by gt and the dipole tensor by g2 S*lv is an antisymmetric tensor and gx and g2 are constants. Following Bhabha & Corben (1941) we assume th at during the course of the motion undergoes only a four-dimensional rotation so th at if at the time r 0 its components in a certain Lorentz frame are then at every later time r there always exists a Lorentz frame in which the components have again the same value (/Sy)0. 
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We note the following relations: §%, = e^p^v * , In view of (4*4) we demand th at Now SM V and S*v have each only three non-vanishing components in the rest syste By a suitable orientation of the spatial axes in the rest system it may be arranged th a t all components of 8^ except S12 --S21 vanish (c system it is not difficult to verify th a t the right side of (5*20a) is zero. Similarly in the system in which all components of S*v vanish except = -8*1 = 8 30 we verify th at the right side of (5*206) vanishes. Therefore we have 
Equations (5*24a) and (5*25 a)are equivalent to (5*246) and (5*256), 8" or is zero. We have to choose the (a) or (6) equations according as we choose (5* 10a) or (5*106). The equations are to be supplemented with the additional conditions 8 /18 /ia. = 0, 8 * 8 a = constant and = constant, which (5*11) and (5*12) and hold in both cases.
Except for the values of the two constants m and 1 (or I') the equations (5*24) and (5*25) are entirely free from arbitrariness. In the corresponding equations obtained by Bhabha & Corben (1941, equations (72) and (73)) three more independent 'mechanical' constants / ' (or I),K and K ' appear besides I (or I') a addition, there is a large number of other constants entering into the radiation reaction terms. In our case we automatically get -0. Also, on account of On the equations of motion of point particlesthe fact th at the ' electric ' and the ' magnetic ' moments are parallel and / ' are no longer independent and reduce to one arbitrary constant / (or I'). Besides, the radiation reaction terms are completely determined. In fact, if we put = 0 in (5*24a) and a ) ,t hey become identical with the equations (101) and (10 Bhabha & Corben for K -K ' = 0, apart from the ambiguit reaction terms in the latter. Similarly, on putting 0 in (5*246), (5*256) we find th at they agree with the corresponding equations for the pure 'electric' dipole given by Bhabha & Corben (p. 299) , except th at in our equations 0 and the radiation reaction terms are definite.
Finally, we consider a charged dipole in the scalar-meson field. Let be the charge and g2Sa t he dipole moment. We may assume th at We can therefore assume from the outset th at 8 ava = 0. Besides, we assume th at gx and g2 are constants and also rin " " $ 2 = $a$ a = constant. 
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By contracting (5-30a) with vv and using (5*14) we obtain = l e^v r v P S '-g^U '™ * * , so th a t vf*Ap = -= g2vP U' mean = -vP/Sp TJ' mean.
On the other hand, we obtain from (5*28
vpA m = -g 1U'™™*+g2^{ S * Subtracting (5*32) from (5*33) we obtain *7«mean) -g2(SaU'ame&n). dM dr \ -g xU' mean + g2 S a U'amean} -g 2&*{ U'amG&n -v9 U' mean).
By contracting (5-306) with Vp{ U^mean -va we obtain J $ a(t/«mean-t?a ?7'mean) = 0. as is easily seen by constructing the tensor dual to it and using (5-3). These equations also contain only two arbitrary constants m and I. They will be used to calculate the scattering of scalar mesons by a neutron (or a proton) in a subsequent paper.
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